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A collection that is the sign of the times. 
This is our Summer 2022.

Crafted exclusively with natural materi-
als, handwoven by expert artisans, with 
respect for the environment, people and 
traditions. This is how these timeless 
pieces are born, each piece a one of a 
kind masterpiece created by individual 
artisans.

Made to last and defy the constrains of 
fashion trends, these pieces are cus-
tomizable to reflect one’s personality 
and taste, just add a toquilla handwo-
ven bow or a vintage silk scarf, to ac-
centuate their uniqueness.

The crochet bags, in 3 sizes, are de-
signed to accompany you on each as-
pect of your day, large for a day at the 
beach or grocery shopping, small and 
medium for a happy hour or the eve-
ning. 

The hats are romantic and elegant, the 
result of ancient technique combined 
with meticulous expert weaving, each 
piece a small collectible art piece.
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Summer 22Summer 22
Lorem Ipsum is simply dummy text 
of the printing and typesetting 
industry. Lorem Ipsum has been the 
industry’s standard dummy text 
ever since the 1500s, when an un-
known printer took a galley of 
type and scrambled it to make 
a type specimen book. It has sur-
vived not only five centuries, but 
also the leap into electronic type-
setting, remaining essentially un-
changed. It was popularised in the 
1960s with the release of Letra-
set sheets containing Lorem Ipsum 
passages, and more recently with 
desktop publishing software like 
Aldus PageMaker including ver-
sions of Lorem Ipsum.
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Tie Dye UniverseTie Dye Universe
They may be classic but they have grit. 

Here’s our tie-dye collection.  Toquilla 
straw dipped in natural dies with vibrant 
colors, give life this glam rock collection.

We are proud to work with the artisan 
communities by supporting them tran-
scend their traditions and to provide the 
clients with the highest quality accesso-
ries.
Amor y Mezcal is focalized in quality, 
sustainability, social and environmental 
responsibility in all our processes.
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COLORING & WOVENCOLORING & WOVEN
After a long and careful process, each 
hat is washed and left to dry in the sun 
completing a process of natural col-
oring. Other colors and dyes used are 
organic and certified.

The process of weaving a hat can take 
up to six months. Weavers interleave 
threads creating straw figures and tex-
tures that culminate in the finished hat.
Woven with the experience and tradi-
tion of their culture, transmitted from 
generation to generation, the craftsmen 
combine their skills and knowledge with 
the demands of the latest trends in the 
fashion world.
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AMOR Y MEZCAL DNAAMOR Y MEZCAL DNA
Discover Amor y Mezcal DNA right here 
with the Henequen bags. 

Henequen is a natural fiber from an aga-
ve plant native of the Yucatan Peninsula  
in Mexico. The materials for hat bands 
are from and handwoven in the city of 
Oaxaca while the classic shopping bag 
are a Mexican classic and the iconic 
symbol of Amor y Mezcal.

The sequin or beaded patches, as well 
as the crocheted charms are also all 
individually handcrafted.  The crocheted 
doll is affectionately know as Maria, 
throughout the country people call them 
“rag doll”, it represents a Mexican wom-
an.
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CONTACTSCONTACTS
SALESALES CONTS CONTAACCTSTS  

 sales@amorymezcal.com

INTERNINTERNAATIONTIONLAAL 
mariannadt@amorymezcal.com

PREPRESSS CONTS CONTAACCTSTS
Federica Porta 

press@amorymezcal.com

CCAATTALOALOEG DG DESIGNSIGN  
Paolo Ambu

paolo@paoloambu.com


